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Formation of an amino-acid-binding pocket through adaptive 
zippering-up of a large DNA hairpin loop 
Chin H Linl, Weimin Wang*, Roger A Jones* and Dinshaw J Patell 
Background: In vitro selection has identified DNA aptamers that target 
cofactors, amino acids, peptides and proteins. Structure determination of such 
ligand-DNA aptamer complexes should elucidate the details of adaptive DNA 
structural transitions, binding-pocket architectures and ligand recognition. We 
have determined the solution structure of the complex of a DNA aptamer 
containing a guanine-rich 18-residue hairpin loop that binds L-argininamide with 
- 100~M affinity. 
Results: The DNA aptamer generates its L-argininamide-binding pocket by 
adaptive zippering up the 18-residue loop through formation of Watson-Crick 
pairs, mismatch pairs and base triples, while maximizing stacking interactions. 
Three of the four base triples involve minor-groove recognition through sheared 
G*A mismatch formation. The unique fold is also achieved through positioning 
of an adenine residue deep within the minor groove and through nestling of a 
smaller loop within the larger loop on complex formation. The accessibility to the 
unique L-argininamide-binding pocket is restricted by a base pair that bridges 
across one side of the major-groove-binding site. The guanidinium group of the 
bound L-argininamide aligns through intermolecular hydrogen-bond formation 
with the base edges of nonadjacent guanine and cytosine residues while being 
sandwiched between the planes of nonadjacent guanine residues. 
Conclusions: The available structures of L-arginine/L-argininamide bound to 
their DNA and RNA targets define the common principles and patterns 
associated with molecular recognition, as well as the diversity of intermolecular 
hydrogen-bonding alignments associated with the distinct binding pockets. 
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Introduction 
Our laboratory is interested in defining the principles, pat- 
terns and diversity associated with the molecular recogni- 
tion of higher order DNA and RNA folds. The potential for 
identifying novel folds for structural characterization has 
been greatly aided by the development of in vitro selection 
and evolution methodologies (reviewed in [l-4]). Such 
approaches identify unique nucleic-acid folds from random 
libraries of -lOIJ RNA and DNA molecules on the basis of 
their ability to complex specific ligands of interest with high 
affinity and selectivity. Both RNA and DNA aptamers have 
been identified that target cofactors, antibiotics, amino 
acids, peptides and proteins [14], which in turn have been 
systematically evolved to generate catalytic ribozymes 
(reviewed in [S]) and DNAzymes (reviewed in [6]). The 
application of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)-based 
methods have contributed to our understanding of the 
structural basis for l&and-nucleic-acid aptamer recognition 
(reviewed in [7]), with the nucleic acids undergoing novel 
adaptive structural transitions on complex formation. 
hlore literature is available to date on RNA aptamer com- 
plexes than on their DNA aptamer complex counterparts. 
Single-stranded DNA can also adopt a range of unusual 
folds aligned through base pair, mismatch, triple and 
tetrad formation, however, and much remains to be learnt 
about the architecture of DNA beyond the Watson-Crick 
double helix. The structural basis for molecular recogni- 
tion in DNA aptamer complexes is a challenge worth pur- 
suing, given the recent scientific contributions in the area 
of RNA-cleaving [8] and DNA-cleaving [9] divalent 
cation-dependent DNA enzymes identified through in 
vitro selection methodology. 
The early research on DNA recognition has focused on 
the selection and structural characterization of complexes 
of DNA aptamers that target thrombin [lO,ll] and ATP 
[l&13]. More recently, two DNA aptamers with 
stem-loop secondary folds have been identified on the 
basis of their ability to target I,-argininamide with 
-100 pM affinity [14]. Our group has previously solved the 
solution structure of r,-argininamide bound to one of these 
DNA aptamers (a 24-mer stem-loop sequence containing 
a ten residue hairpin loop, Figure la) [15] and now report 
the solution structure of I--argininamide bound to the 
second of these DNA aptamers (a 30-mer stem-loop 
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The sequence and numbering system of the 
L-argininamide binding (a) 24-mer and 
(b) 30-mer DNA aptamers [14]. The 
exchangeable proton NMR spectrum (8.5 to 
14.5 ppm) of (c) the free 30-mer DNA 
aptamer and (d) the complex with 
L-argininamide (four equivalents of 
L-argininamide per DNA aptamer) in H,O 
buffer, pH 6.4 at 4°C. 
i 
sequence containing a guanine rich 18-residue hairpin 
loop, Figure 1 b). The 24-mer DNA aptamer contains a ten 
residue hairpin loop (Figure la), whereas the 30-mer DNA 
aptamer contains an l&residue hairpin loop (Figure lb). 
This offers the opportunity to compare the binding 
pockets and recognition elements in these two L-argini- 
namide-DNA aptamer complexes and in turn compare 
them with the solution structures of the corresponding 
L-arginine-RNA aptamer [16,17] and L-argininamide- 
TAR RNA [ 18,191 complexes. 
Results 
Proton NMR spectra 
The binding of L-argininamide to the 30-mer DNA 
aptamer (Figure 1 b) exhibits a weak binding affinity of 
-100 FM affinity [14] and hence full complex formation 
required addition of up to four equivalents of ligand per 
DNA aptamer. The proton NMR spectra (8.5 to 
14.5 ppm) of the free 30-mer DNA aptamer and its 
complex on addition of four equivalents of L-argininamide 
in Ha0 buffer, pH 6.4 at 4°C are plotted in Figure lc and 
Id respectively. We observe narrow imino protons from 
the stem region (12.0 to 14.0 ppm) and broad imino 
protons from the loop region (10.0 to 11.5 ppm) for the 
free 30-mer DNA aptamer (Figure lc), indicative of an 
unstructured hairpin loop in the absence of bound ligand. 
By contrast, 14 narrow imino protons (including six 
between 8.5 and 12.0 ppm) are observed for the bound 30- 
mer DNA aptamer complex (Figure Id), indicative of a 
structured DNA hairpin loop on complex formation. The 
exchange between free and L-argininamide bound 30-mer 
DNA aptamers was slow on the NMR time scale (moni- 
tored by DNA aptamer imino proton spectra) at 4°C. 
lmino proton spectra and restraints 
The unambiguous assignments of the imino protons listed 
over the spectrum of the argininamide-DNA aptamer 
complex (Figure Id) was achieved through a combination of 
approaches. The analysis of nuclear Overhauser effect spec- 
troscopy (NOESY) data sets on the argininamide-DNA 
aptamer complex were supplemented by site-specific 
incorporation of 15N-labeled purine residues and extensive 
use of primarily base-modified analogs at defined sites in 
the DNA aptamer. 
Watson-Crick alignments between loop residues on 
complex formation 
An expanded NOESY contour plot correlating NOES 
between imino protons (10.4 to 14.2 ppm) and base and 
amino protons (4.6 to 8.8 ppm) of the argininamide-DNA 
aptamer complex in Ha0 buffer at 4°C is plotted in 
Figure 2a. The observation of NOES between guanine 
imino protons and cytidine amino protons are indicative of 
Watson-Crick G*C pair formation and such connectivities 
are observed for G’2*C29, GZ7*C4 and G26*C5 in the 
stem segment and for GlS*ClO and GZO*C14 in the loop 
segment of the complex (these NOES are labeled by cyti- 
dine residues in Figure Za). The observation of NOES 
between thymine imino protons and adenine amino and 
HZ protons are indicative of Watson-Crick A*T pair for- 
mation and such connectivities are observed for A3aT28 
and A6*T25 in the stem segment and A13*T21 in the 
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(a) Expanded NOESY (135 ms mixing time) contour plots of the 
argininamide-DNA aptamer complex (four equivalents of L-argininamide 
per DNA aptamer) in H,O buffer, pH 6.4 at 4°C. The expanded region 
correlates NOES between the imino protons (10.4 to 14.2 ppm) and the 
amino and nonexchangeable base protons (4.6 to 8.8 ppm). The cross 
peaks between guanine imino protons and cytosine amino protons 
across Watson-Crick @C base pairs are labeled by residue (C4, C5, 
Cl 0, Cl 4 and C29) as are those between thymine imino proton and 
adenine amino protons across Watson-Crick A;T base pairs (Al 3). The 
cross peaks between guanine imino protons and their own amino 
protons are also labeled (G7 and G22). The labeled cross-peaks A to Z 
and 1 to 3 are assigned as follows: A, T21 (NH3)-A13(H2); B, 
T28(NH3)-A3(H2); C, T25(NH3)-A6(H2); D, G26(NHl)-A6(H2); E, 
G20(NHl)-A13(H2); F, G2(NHl)-A3(H2); G, G22(NHl)-A23(H2); H, 
G7(NHl)-A6(H2); I, G7(NHl)-A23(H2); J, G2(NHl)-A30(H2); K, 
G8(NHl)-A23(H2); L, G7(NHl)-G24(Hl’); M, G7(NHl)-G24(H8); N, 
G8(NHl)-T21 (Hl’); 0, G8(NHl)-All (Hl’); P, G22(NHl)-All (H8); 0, 
G22(NHl)-A23(Hl’); R, G22(NHl)-T21 (NHl’); S, GPO(NHl)- 
C10(H5); T, G15(NHl)-ClO(H5); U, G27(NHl)-C4(H5); V, G26(NHl)- 
C5(H5); W, 125(NH3)-G7(NH,,); X, T21 (NH3)-G22(NH,,); Y, 
T21 (NH3)-G22(NH,,); Z, G22(NHl)-A12(NH,); 1, G8(NHl)- 
G7(NH,,); 2, G8(NHl)-All (H8); 3, T21 (NH3)-Al2(NH,). 
(b) A schematic of the adaptive hydrogen-bonding alignments within the 
large hairpin loop of the DNA aptamer on complex formation with 
L-argininamide. Watson-Crick alignments are shown by full lines and 
mismatch alignments are shown by dashed lines. 
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An approach to imino and amino proton assignments in the 
argininamide-DNA aptamer complex based on srte-specific 
incorporation of 1, 2, 7-lsN labeled guanine (designated #G), 2-13C, 1, 
2, 7-‘sN labeled guanine (designated ##G) and 1 2 6-15N labeled I 1 
adenine (designated #A) into either Tl -G15 or G16-A30 segments of 
the DNA aptamer. (a) The exchangeable proton NMR spectrum (8.5 to 
14.5 ppm) of the argininamide-DNA aptamer (Tl -G15 + G16-A30) 
complex (four equivalents of L-argininamide per DNA aptamer) in H,O 
buffer, pH 6.4 at 4°C. Expanded segments of lH-15N HSQC spectra 
on the following labeled samples: (b) #*G7, *G9 and #Al 1, (c) “G8 
and #Al 3, (d) #G19, ##G22 and #A23, (e) #G20, #G24 and #Al 8. 
loop segment of the complex (relevant cross peaks for 
NOES to adenine HZ protons are labeled A to C in 
Figure Za). Thus, complex formation results in an adap- 
tive structural transition in the hairpin loop which involves 
formation of two GC and one A*T Watson-Crick base 
pairs (shown schematically by solid lines in Figure Zh). 
Site-specific incorporation of l5N-labeled purines 
A key determinant in resolving potential ambiguities in 
imino proton assignments was achieved following successful 
generation of the L-argininamide complex with the 30-mer 
DNA aptamer cleaved between residues G1.5 and G16 at 
the tip of the large hairpin loop. This enabled us to aite- 
specifically incorporate _ r5U-labeled guanines and adenines 
within either the ‘1’1 to Gl5 or Glh to A30 15mer 
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Table 1 
Summary of single-base substitution analogs of the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex that were investigated in this study to 
confirm proton assignments. 
A I U OaMe 2’-OMe N6Me 8-Br Deaza smC Neb* 2-AAT 2-AP 
G7 - -I/- +/- 
G8 +I- + 
G9 + 
Cl0 + 
Al 1 
Al2 + 
Al3 + + 
Cl4 
G15 
G16 + 
T17 + 
Al8 
G19 +-I- 
G20 - 
T21 + 
G22 - - + 
A23 +I- + 
G24 + 
Substitutions that resulted in complex formation are represented by +, those that resulted in weak binding are represented by +I-, and those that 
resulted in no binding by -. *Neb, Nebularine; +2-AA, P-aminoadenine; *2-AP, 2-aminopurine. 
sequences. The three types of labeled residues involved 
site-specific incorporation of 1,Z,7-15N-labeled guanine 
(designated #G), Z-13C, 1,Z,7-15N-labeled guanine (desig- 
nated ##G) and 1,2,6-15N-labeled adenine (designated #A) 
into either Tl to G15 or G16 to A30 segments of the DNA 
aptamer. Expanded segments of lH-15N heteronuclear 
single quantum coherence (HSQC) spectra containing 
labels at ##G7, #G9 and #All in the Tl to G15 fragment 
(Figure 3b), #G8 and #A13 in the Tl to G15 fragment 
(Figure 3c), #G19, ##G22 and #A23 in the G16 to A30 frag- 
ment (Figure 3d) and “G’ZO, #G24 and *Al8 in the G16 to 
A30 fragment (Figure 3e) readily permit definitive assign- 
ment of the labeled guanine imino (and amino, data not 
shown) protons in the spectrum of the argininamide-DNA 
aptamer complex (Figure 3a). 
Site-specific incorporation of base analogs 
We have screened a large number of primarily single-site- 
specific base analogs of the 30-mer DNA aptamer for 
complex formation with L-argininamide. The results of 
these experiments are shown in Table 1. Specific guanines 
in the DNA aptamer were replaced by adenine (com- 
pletely different Watson-Crick edge), inosine (replace- 
ment of amino group by a proton at position Z), 
06-methylguanine (replacement of carbonyl by O-methyl 
at position 6 and N-H by N at position l), 8-bromoguanine 
(replacement of hydrogen by bulky bromine at position B), 
deazaguanine (replacement of N by C-H at position 7) and 
Z-aminopurine (replacement of carbonyl by hydrogen at 
position 6 and N-H by N at position 1). Specific adenines 
in the DNA aptamer were replaced by Z-O-methyl 
adenine (replacement of hydrogen by O-methyl at the 
sugar 2’ position), N6-methyl adenine (replacement of one 
amino group hydrogen by methyl at position 6), deazaade- 
nine (replacement of N by C-H at position 7) nebularine 
(replacement of amino group by hydrogen at position 6) 
and Z-amino adenine (replacement of hydrogen by amino 
group at position 2). In addition, specific thymines were 
replaced by uracils (replacement of methyl group by 
hydrogen at position 5) and cytosines by 5methylcytosines 
(replacement of hydrogen by methyl group at position 5). 
The imino proton spectra (8.5 to 14.5 ppm) of complexes 
between argininamide and two DNA aptamer analogs con- 
taining substitutions of G9 by Z-aminopurine (Figure 4b) 
and Al3 by Z-amino adenine (Figure 4c) are compared 
with the corresponding complex involving the unmodified 
DNA aptamer (Figure 4a). The imino proton patterns 
establish that the complex formation occurs with both of 
these DNA aptamer analogs. Replacement of guanine by 
Z-aminopurine results in a loss of the imino proton and 
therefore it is not surprising that one imino proton in the 
control spectrum assigned to G9 at 9.99 ppm (Figure 4a) 
disappears when G9 is replaced by Z-aminopurine 
(Figure 4b). The imino proton of T21 shifts from 
14.00 ppm in the control spectrum (Figure 4a) to 
13.18 ppm when Al3 is replaced by Z-amino adenine 
(Figure 4c), which is suggestive of a base-pairing align- 
ment between Al3 and TZl on opposite sides of the large 
hairpin loop. This conclusion is consistent with the NOE- 
based demonstration of Watson-Crick Al3eT21 base-pair 
alignment on complex formation. 
The above approaches have yielded definitive imino and 
amino proton assignments in the argininamide-DNA 
aptamer complex at 4°C and these chemical shifts are 
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Chemistry & Bdogy (  
An approach to exchangeable and nonexchangeable proton 
assignments in the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex based on site- 
specific base modification of DNA aptamer residues. (a) The 
exchangeable proton NMR spectrum (8.5 to 14.5 ppm) of the 
argininamide-DNA aptamer complex (approximately four equivalents of 
L-argininamide per DNA aptamer) in H,O buffer, pH 6.4 at 4°C. 
Corresponding spectra of the complex containing site-specific 
substitutions of (b) P-aminopurine at position GQ and 
(c) 2-aminoadenine at position Al 3. 
shown in the Supplementary material (Table Sl) available 
through the online version of this paper. 
Nonexchangeable proton spectra and restraints 
The nonexchangeable protons in the argininamide-DNA 
aptamer complex have been assigned by several indepen- 
dent approaches. Th ’ e primary approach has been to 
analyze the NOESY spectrum of the complex in D20 
buffer and use the site-specifically labeled analogs to 
resolve ambiguities in crowded regions of the NOESI~ 
contour plot. Thus, replacement of adenine by either 
i I 
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Expanded NOESY (200 ms mixing time) contour plots of the 
argininamide-DNA aptamer complex (approximately four equivalents of 
L-argininamide per DNA aptamer) in D,O buffer, pH 6.4 at 4°C. The 
NOE cross peaks between the base and their own sugar HI’ protons 
are labeled by residue position. The cytosine H5-H6 NOE cross peaks 
are labeled by asterisks. The NOES are traced between the base 
protons and their own and 5’ flanking sugar Hl’ protons with breaks 
(or very weak NOES) observed in the connectlvities at GQ-Cl O-Al l- 
Al 2, G16-T17-Al B-G1 9 and A23-G24 steps (boxed regions). The 
NOE cross peaks A to R are assigned as follows: A, Al 1 (H8)- 
A23(Hl’); 6, Al 1 (H8)-GQ(H1’); C, Al 1 (HE)-G24(Hl’); D, Al 1 (H2)- 
T25(H6); E, Al 1 (H2)-T25(Hl’); F, Al 1 (H2)-G24(H8); G, Al 1 (H2)- 
G24(Hl’); H, A23(H2)-All (Hl’); I, G20(H8)-A18(Hl’); J, Al 1 (Hl’)- 
G24(H8); K, Al 1 (Hl’)-G24(Hl’); L, A23(H2)-GQ(H1’); M, AlE(H2)- 
G20(Hl’); N, Al 2(H8)-A23(Hl’); 0, A13(H8)-C14(H5); P, A3(H8)- 
C4(H5); Q, C4(H6)-C5(H5); R, T28(H6)-CZQ(H5). The NOE cross 
peaks involving the HE (8.62 ppm), H2 (8.34 ppm) and Hl’ (6.44 ppm) 
protons of Al 1 are boxed and labeled A to C, D to G and J to K, 
respectively. The Hl’ proton of G8 (4.81 ppm), H8 proton of G24 
(5.20 ppm) and the H6 proton of T25 (6.54 ppm) are shifted upfield of 
their normal range while the HE proton of Al 1 (8.62 ppm) is shlfted 
downfield of its normal range. 
nebularine or 2-aminopurine replaces the amino group b\ 
a hydrogen at position 6 and pro\.ides an extremely ~111uL 
able marker for those DKA aptamcr analogs that still 
bind I,-argininamide. Similarly. rcplaccment of adeninc 
and guanine hy their dexzapurine analogs introduces a 
hydrogen at position 7, which can also be an extremeI> 
valuable marker for chose deazapurine DKA aptamcr 
analogs that ctill bind I,-argininamide. ‘l‘he abilit) to 
‘“N-label the N’ (and N’) positions of purines results in a 
measurable two bond “N-‘H coupling to the 118 (and 
adenine HZ) protons of those purines and has helped to 
verify the HX (and adenine HZ) proton assignments of 
loop residues G7, (24, W, Al 1. 1113. AIX. Glc). G20, G22. 
X23 and G2-1 in the complex for samples I;~beled with ‘“N 
at the K; and N’ positions. 
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Table 2 Figure 6 
Intermolecular NOEs between the L-argininamide and the 
nucleic acid protons in the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex. (a) 
L-Argininamide* Intermolecular NOES 
Sidechain protons 
HCX (3.99 ppm) Cl O(H6)(w), Cl O(Hl’)(m), Cl O(H2”)(w), 
Cl O(H4’)(m), Cl O(H5’,H5”)(m) 
HP (1.86 ppm) Cl O(HG)(vw), Cl O(Hl’)(m), 
Cl O(H2’,H2”)(w), Cl O(H4’)(m), 
Cl O(H5’,H5”)(w), I1 6(H2)(w)+, 
Al 8(H8)(w), G19(H8)(m) 
Hy (1.61 ppm) Cl O(H1 ‘)(m), Cl O(H2’,H2”)(w), Cl O(H4’)(w), 
Cl O(H5’,H5”)(w), I1 6(H2)(w)*, G19(H8)(m) 
H6 (3.09, 3.16 ppm) Cl O(Hl’)(m), Cl O(H4’)(m), I1 6(H2)(w)+, 
T17(Hl’)(w), T17(H4’)(w), Al 8(H8)(w), 
G19(H8)(m) 
NH& (7.34 ppm) Cl O(Hl’)(s), Cl O(H2’, H2”)(w), Cl O(H3’)(w), 
ClO(H4’)(w), A18(H8)(m), Glg(Hl’)(vw) 
NH,n (6.62, 6.99 ppm) ClO(Hl’)(m), A18(Hl’)(m), G19(H8)(m), 
GlS(Hl’)(m), G20(H8)(m) 
Backbone protons 
NH, (7.48 ppm) Cl O(H6)(vw), Cl O(Hl’)(w), Cl O(H4’)(s), 
Cl O(H5’,H5”)(m) 
7.44 7.i6 
l CONH, (8.07 ppm). +I1 6 substituted Arg-DNA aptamer complex. 
An expanded NOESY contour plot correlating NOES 
between base protons (6.8 to 8.5 ppm and outlying regions) 
and sugar Hl’ and cytosine H5 protons (4.7 to 6.6 ppm) of 
the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex in D,O buffer at 
4°C is plotted in Figure 5. We can trace sequential NOE 
connectivities between the base and its own and S’-flank- 
ing sugar Hl’ protons with breaks observed in the sequen- 
tial connectivities (unlabeled boxed regions in Figure 5) at 
the G9-ClO-All-Al& G16-T17-Al%G19 and A’23-G24 
steps in the loop segment of the complex. Several base and 
sugar Hl’ protons are upfield and downfield shifted on 
complex formation (listed in the legend to Figure 5) 
reflecting ring current contributions in the folded structure 
of the DNA aptamer in the complex. A thorough analysis 
of the entire NOESY spectrum has yielded the nonex- 
changeable proton assignments in the argininamide-DNA 
aptamer complex at 4°C and these chemical shifts are 
listed in Table Sl of the Supplementary material. 
The All residue exhibits downfield shifted H8 
(8.62 ppm) and HZ (8.34 ppm) proton chemical shifts in 
the complex. These All base protons together with the 
sugar Hl’ proton exhibit NOES to the sugar protons of G9 
and the A23-G24-T25 segment (peaks A to C, D to G and 
J to K, Figure S), suggesting an unusual alignment for this 
residue in the complex. 
Mismatch-pair alignments between loop residues on 
complex formation 
Only GZ4 amongst the 30-residues in the DNA aptamer 
adopts a syn alignment on complex formation with L-argini- 
namide. This conclusion is based on the very strong NOE 
(a) Expanded NOESY (135 ms mixing time) contour plots identifying 
intermolecular NOES in the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex 
(approximately four equivalents of L-argininamide per DNA aptamer) in 
H,O buffer, pH 6.4 at 4°C. Intermolecular NOES involving the 
L-argininamide NH& proton are labeled 1 to 6 and are assigned as 
follows: 1, Arg(NHs)-Cl O(H1’); 2, Arg(NHs)-G19(Hl’); 3, Arg(NHs)- 
Cl O(H4’); 4, Arg(NHs)-Cl O(H3’); 5, Arg(NHs)-A18(H2’, H2”); 6, 
Arg(NHs)-Cl O(H2’). Intramolecular NOES involving the L-argininamide 
NH& proton are labeled A to C and are assigned as follows: A, 
Arg(NHs)-Arg(NH,n); B,C, Arg(NHs)-Arg(HG). (b) Expanded NOESY 
(200 ms mixing time) contour plots identifying intermolecular NOES in 
the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex (approximately four equivalents 
of L-argininamide per DNA aptamer) in D,O buffer, pH 6.4 at 4°C. 
Intermolecular NOES involving the L-argininamide nonexhangeable 
protons are labeled 1 to 13 and are assigned as follows: 1, I1 6(H2)- 
Arg(H$; 2, I1 6(H2)-Arg(H8); 3, I1 6(H2)-Arg(H6); 4, G19(H8)-Arg(H$; 
5, G19(H8)-Arg(H6); 6, G19(H8)-Arg(H6); 7, Al 8(H8)-Arg(H$; 8, 
Al 8(H8)-Arg(H6); 9, Al 8(H8)-Arg(H6); 10, Cl O(HG)-Arg(H$; 11, 
Cl O(HG)-Arg(H6); 12, Cl O(H6)-Arg(H6); 13, GZO(H8)-Arg(H6). 
Intramolecular NOES involving the DNA aptamer nonexchangeable 
protons are labeled A to F and are assigned as follows: A, Al 2(H2)- 
A23(H4’); B, A23(H8)-A23(H4’); C, Al 2(H2)-A23(H5: H5”); D, 
A?3(H@A23(H5’, H5”); E, A23(H2)-All (H2’); F, Al 2(H8)-All (H2’). 
r v, 
7.36 7.i6 7.rjl 7.iQ 
al0 7.‘9 7:s 7:7 7:6 7:5 7.4 
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Table 3 
(a) NMR refinement statistics for the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex. 
NMR distance restraints in the complex* 
Total number of DNA aptamer distance restraints 
Exchangeable distance restraints 
Nonexchangeable distance restraints 
Hydrogen bond restraints+ 
Total number of intermolecular distance restraints 
Exchangeable distance restraints 
Nonexchangeable distance restraints 
Total number of L-argininamide distance restraints 
Structural statistics of the complex 
NOE violations 
Number 5 0.2 A 
Maximum violations (A) 
rmsd of violations 
Deviations from the ideal covalent geometry 
Bond length (A) 
Bond angle (“) 
Impropers (“) 
Pairwise rmsd (A) among Q distance-refined structures of complex 
L-argininamide plus DNA aptamer residues Gl to A30 
L-argininamide plus DNA aptamer residues Gl to G15 and Al 8 to G30 
890 
134 
756 
27 
44 
18 
26 
0 
14.3 z!z 4.5 
0.39 AZ 0.22 
0.076 f 0.005 
0.012 + 0.001 
3.73 f 0.06 
0.36 zk 0.01 
1.18f0.26 
0.98 I!C 0.22 - 
(b) Painwise individual rmsd values in the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex. 
*NMR distance restraints are for the entire complex. ?hree G*C and Watson-Crick A-T (Al 3*T21), one Hoogsteen G*G mismatch 
three A*T Watson-Crick base pairs from the stem region together with (G7*G24) and one sheared G*A mismatch (G22*A12) pairs from the 
two Watson-Crick G-C (G15*ClO and G20*C14), one zippered-up loop region. 
between the H8 proton of GZ4 and its own Hl’ proton [ZO] 
in short mixing time NOESY spectra of the complex. It is 
also supported by the expected break in the connectivity 
between the H8 proton of G24(syn) and the Hl’ proton of 
A23 at the A23-GZ4 step in the complex. Further, the 
observation of NOES between the imino and amino protons 
of G7 and the H8 proton (and Hl’ proton by spin diffusion) 
of G24 is strongly indicative of a G7(anti)*G24(syn) base- 
mismatch alignment on complex formation. 
A set of NOES are observed between the base and sugar 
protons of Al2 and G22 that are indicative of their relative 
alignment in the complex. An NOE is observed between 
the amino proton of G22 and the H8 proton of,A12 which 
is diagnostic of a sheared G*A mismatch pair involving 
hydrogen-bonding alignment between the minor-groove 
edge of the guanine and the major-groove edge of the 
adenine [21,22]. The amino proton of Al2 could not be 
identified and hence we could not monitor the potential 
NOE between the amino protons of A12 and the sugar 
protons of G22 which is also diagnostic of a sheared G*A 
pair. Replacement of Al2 by nebularine, however, 
resulted in formation of a weak complex in which the 
hydrogen that replaced the amino group now showed 
strong NOES to the sugar protons of G22 in the complex. 
The weak binding on replacement of A12 by nebularine 
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Figure 7 
Superposed stereo view of stick 
representations of nine distance-refined 
solution structures of the argininamide-DNA 
aptamer complex. The Watson-Crick stem 
base pairs are colored white as are the poorly 
defined loop tip G16 and T17 residues. Loop 
residues involved in adaptive Watson-Crick 
base-pair formation are cyan whereas those 
involved in adaptive base mismatch and triple 
formation are magenta. Residue Al 1, which is 
positioned deep within the minor groove, is 
green. The DNA aptamer backbone is orange 
with the phosphate oxygens deleted for clarity 
in this and subsequent figures. The bound 
L-argininamide is yellow. 
(disruption of the sheared G*A mismatch hydrogen bond 
involving the amino group of A12) and the lack of binding 
on replacement of A12 by deazaadenine (disruption of the 
sheared G*A mismatch hydrogen bond involving the N7 
of A12) also support formation of a sheared AlZ~GZ’Z mis- 
match pair on complex formation. 
Intermolecular restraints in the complex 
We have identified 44 intermolecular restraints between 
L-argininamide and the DNA aptamer in the complex. 
These intermolecular NOES are listed in Table 2 with 
their intensities categorized as strong (s), medium (m), 
weak (w) and very weak (VW). We observe NOES involving 
both the exchangeable (sidechain NH& and NH,-q and 
backbone NH, protons) and nonexchangeable (Ha, HP, 
Hy and H6) protons of L-argininamide to the base and 
sugar protons of (210, G16 (116), T17, A18, G19 and G20 
residues of the DNA aptamer in the complex. Examples of 
intermolecular NOES involving the argininamide NH& 
protons are shown as boxed cross peaks (labeled 1 to 6) in 
Figure 6a and involving the argininamide HP, Hy and Hi? 
protons are shown as boxed cross peaks (labeled 1 to 13) in 
Figure 6b. Additional intermolecular NOES in the complex 
are shown in the Supplementary material (Figure Sl). 
These intermolecular NOES provide critical restraints for 
defining recognition events within the amino-acid-binding 
pocket in the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex. 
Structure calculations 
The input restraints statistics for the structure calculations 
on the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex are listed in 
Table 3a. The solution structure of the complex was solved 
starting from distance geometry followed by distance- 
restrained molecular-dynamics calculations guided by a 
total of 934 distance restraints which include 18 exchange- 
able proton and 26 nonexchangeable proton intermolecular 
restraints (Table 2) using the computational protocols out- 
lined in the Materials and methods section. We incorpo- 
rated hydrogen-bond restraints for the experimentally 
identified Watson-Crick pairs within the loop (GlS*ClO, 
GZO*C14 and A13eTZl) and stem segments of the 
complex throughout the computations. In addition, the low 
energy structures following initial distance-geometry runs 
consistently contained G7(anti)*G24(syn) and sheared 
AlZ*GZZ mismatch alignments. Hydrogen-bond restraints 
defining these experimentally defined mismatch-pairing 
alignments were therefore also incorporated throughout the 
computations. The quality statistics of the nine distance 
refined structures of the complex are summarized in 
Table 3a and exhibit pairwise root mean square deviation 
(rmsd) values of 1.18 _+ 0.26 for the entire complex. 
Residues G16 and T17 at the tip of the hairpin loop are 
least well defined and their deletion reduces the pairwise 
rmsd values to 0.98 f 0.22. There were 14.3 + 4.5 violations 
of magnitude > 0.2 A out of a total of 934 restraints (1.5%). 
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Fiaure 8 
(a) A stereo stick view of one representative 
refined solution structure of the G7 to G24 
segment of the argininamide-DNA aptamer 
complex. The coloring code is the same as in 
Figure 7 except for the backbone from Cl 0 to 
G15, which is cyan, and the phosphorus 
atoms, which are red. The L-argininamide, the 
Al 1 residue, the G15*ClO base pair and the 
backbone are highlighted with thicker bonds. 
(b) A stereo space-filling view of one 
representative refined solution structure of the 
G7 to G24 segment of the 
argininamide-DNA aptamer complex. The 
DNA is white except for phosphorus atoms 
(red) and Al 1 (green). The bound 
L-argininamide is yellow. 
Structure analysis 
The rmsd values at individual residue positions of the 
DNA aptamer between the distance-refined structures of 
the complex are plotted in Table 3b and establish G16, 
T17 and Al8 as the least defined residues in the complex. 
A stereo view of the nine distance-refined structures of 
the quadruplex looking normal to the helix axis is shown 
in Figure 7. The bound argininamide is shown in yellow 
with the large hairpin loop zippering up through 
Watson-Crick (cyan) and mismatch and base triple 
(magenta) formation. Stereo views in stick and space- 
filling representations of the zippered-up G7 to G24 loop 
segment of a representative distance-refined solution 
structure of the DNA aptamer with bound I,-argininamide 
are shown in Figure 8a and 8b, respectively. The Cl0 to 
G15 segment forms a nested loop closed by a 
Watson-Crick G15eClO base pair (backbone and closing 
base pair of nested loop in cyan. Figure Xa) so that there 
are loops nested within loops in the solution structure of 
the complex. Strikingly, All (green) is positioned within 
the walls of the minor groove of the zippered up hairpin 
loop on complex formation (Figure Ha). 
The structure of the complex contains a wealth of unusual 
alignments that are summarized below. Ll’e observe four 
base triples in the solution structure of the complex. Three 
of these triples ([A23*G8]*All, Figure 9a; [ClO*Gl.5]~AlX. 
Figure 9c; [G9*GZZ]*A12, Figure 9d) involve formation of 
sheared G*A pairs through alignment of the major groove of 
an adenine with the minor groove of a guaninc involved in 
either Watson-Crick (Figure 9~) or mismatch (Figure 9a,d) 
pairs. The last triple ([A13*TZl]~G19, I-igure 9b) involves 
recognition by the minor groove of guanine of the major 
groove edge of a thymine of a ,\*‘I’ pair. 
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Figure 9 
Pairing alignments of the four base triples in 
one representative refined solution structure of 
the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex. 
(a) Alignment of the Al 1 residue (green) 
within the minor groove of the propeller- 
twisted G8*A23 mismatch pair (cyan). G8 and 
Al 1 form a twisted sheared G*A pair aligned 
through two potential hydrogen bonds. 
(b) Alignment of the G19 residue (magenta) 
within the major groove of the Watson-Crick 
Al 3*T21 base pair (cyan). G19 and T21 align 
through one potential hydrogen bond. 
(c) Alignment of the Al 8 residue (magenta) 
within the minor groove of the Watson-Crick 
G15ClO base pair (cyan). G15 and Al 8 
form a slightly twisted sheared GoA pair 
aligned through two potential hydrogen bonds, 
(d) Alignment of the Al 2 residue (magenta) 
within the minor groove of the Watson-Crick 
G9*G22 mismatch pair (cyan). G22 and Al 2 
form a sheared G*A pair aligned through two 
potential hydrogen bonds. 
The residues involved in generating the L-argininamide 
binding pocket on the DNA aptamer are shown in 
Figure 10a. They include residues (210, A18, G20 and TZl 
(Figure lOa), as well as G16 and G19 (Figure lOc), which 
form a binding pocket into which fits the guanidinium 
group of the bound L-argininamide. The amino acid is 
anchored in position by hydrogen bonds from the guani- 
dinium group to the Hoogsteen edge of G20 and the 02 
oxygen of Cl0 (Figure lob), as well as interdigitative 
stacking of the guanidinium group between the purine 
rings of G16 and G19 (Figure 10d) in the complex. 
The DNA aptamer adapts an unusual backbone conforma- 
tion for the G9-ClO-All-Al2 segment on complex forma- 
tion, primarily due to Watson-Crick pairing of Cl0 with 
G1.5 and positioning of the All residue deep within the 
minor groove of the zippered-up helix (Figure 1 la). There 
is no stacking between adjacent residues within the G9- 
ClO-All-Al2 segment of the complex (Figure lib). The 
unanticipated deep burial of the All residue (green) 
within the walls of the minor groove can be visualized in 
either space-filling (Figure llc) or GRASP surface 
(Figure 1 Id) representations of the complex. 
The solution structure of the complex contains two adja- 
cent stacked triples [G9~GZ].AlZ and [A13~TZl]*G19 
that form platforms from which emanate flanking stem seg- 
ments (magenta and cyan) whose helical axis are displaced 
relative to each other (GRASP slab view in Figure 1Za). 
There is extensive stacking between adjacent and non- 
adjacent residues within this domain of the complex 
(GRASP slab views in Figure lZa,b). 
The L-argininamide-binding pocket within the DNA 
aptamer is highlighted in a GRASP view of the complex 
(Figure 12~) where the amino acid (yellow) is shown in a 
stick representation and the adapted DNA aptamer is 
shown in a surface representation. 
Discussion 
The Harada-Frankel model of the complex 
The solution structure of the 18-residue hairpin loop of the 
30-mer DNA aptamer formed through mismatch and triple 
alignment on L-argininamide complex formation is shown 
in Figure 8a. This structure of the complex contrasts with 
the model of the complex (Supplementary material 
Figure SZ) proposed by Harada and Frankel [14] on the 
basis of an analysis of chemical interference and functional 
group deletion data. They proposed that the hairpin loop 
aligns through G*G, AaA and G*A mismatch formation, 
with one half of the mismatch-containing stem pivoting 
back on the other half to form a quadruplex stabilized by 
three mixed purine (G and A) tetrads. Our NMR-molecu- 
lar dynamics structural studies reported in this paper do 
not support the Harada-Frankel model of the argini- 
namide-DNA aptamer complex [14] and recommend 
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Figure 10 
An expanded view of the ligand-binding site in 
one representative refined solution structure 
of the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex. 
(a) A stick view of the binding pocket 
composed of Cl 0, Al 3-C14-G15 and Al 8- 
G19-G20-T21 segments and the bound 
L-argininamide. The Al 3*T21 Watson-Crick 
pair is orange, the G20*C14 Watson-Crick 
pair is cyan and the Al 8*(G15*ClO) triple is 
magenta. The bound L-argininamide is yellow. 
(b) Intermolecular hydrogen-bonding 
alignments of the guanidium group of 
L-argininamide (yellow) and the O* of Cl 0 
(magenta) and the Hoogsteen edge of G20 of 
the G20*C14 Watson-Crick pair (cyan). 
(c) lnterdigitation of the L-argininamide 
sidechain (yellow) between the purine rings of 
G16 and G19. The bases are cyan, whereas 
the backbone is white with phosphorus atoms 
in red. (d) Stacking of the L-argininamide 
between the purine rings of G16 and Gl9. 
against proposing models of nucleic-acid-aptamer com- 
plexes based solely on footprinting and mutagenesis data. 
Zippering-up of the l&residue hairpin loop on complex 
formation 
The generation of the Ii-argininamide-binding pocket 
within the 30-mer DNA aptamer is achieved through a 
series of novel pairing alignments that involve residues 
adjacent to the stem segment and those located further 
out into the hairpin loop (Figure 7). Three mismatches, 
G7*G24, G8*A23 and G9*GZZ, form a continuous stacked 
helix with the adjacent Watson-Crick stem segment on 
complex formation (mismatches designated by dashed 
lines in the schematic in Figure Zb and bases shown in 
magenta in GRASP slab view in Figure lZa,b). The All 
residue is positioned within the minor groove of this 
stacked mismatched segment and anchors the mis- 
matched residues in place within the complex (Figure 8a). 
The sheared GZZ*AlZ mismatch pair together with 
Watson-Crick A13*T21 and GZO~C14 base pairs form a 
second continuous stacked helix on complex formation 
(schematic in Figure 2b and bases in cyan in the GRASP 
slab view in Figure lZa,b). The two helical segments are 
not collinear but have their helix axis displaced by -5.4 A 
(Figure 12a). Two adjacent base triples AlZ*(GZZ~G9) 
and (A13*TZl)aG19 form stacked platforms centered 
about the junctional site between these two adjacent zip- 
pered-up helical segments (Figure 1Za) and in the process 
extend the stacking alignments of the helical segments 
into the base triple platforms. Such a displacement of the 
axis of helical segments mediated by base triples and/or 
triads has also been reported previously following struc- 
ture determination of the AMP-DNA aptamer complex 
[13]. The importance of stacking patterns within the zip- 
pered-up hairpin loop is reinforced by the alignment of 
the purine rings of G7, G8, G9 and G19 that are essen- 
tially stacked directly over each other (GRASP slab view 
in Figure 12a), as are the base rings of A18, G20, T21 and 
G2Z (GRASP slab view in Figure 12b) in the solution 
structure of the complex. 
The t,-argininamide-binding site is formed by the AlX- 
G19-G20-T21 and A13-C14-G15 segments anchored in 
place through formation of a critical Watson-Crick 
G15*ClO base pair (Figure lOa). These residues are located 
furthest (other than the poorly defined G16 and T17 
residues) from the Watson-Crick stem segment and thus 
the DNA aptamer has to undergo a coordinated adaptive 
transition to generate its I,-argininamide-binding pocket. 
Watson-Crick pair alignments on complex formation 
The adaptive structural transition of the DNA aptamer 
hairpin loop is achieved, in part, through formation of 
Watson-Crick G15*ClO, A13*T21 and G20*C14 base 
pairs on complex formation. The Watson-Crick G15*ClO 
base pair is involved in the recognition of the bound 
amino acid because of the intermolecular hydrogen bond 
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Figure 11 
The alignment of the Al 1 residue within the 
minor groove of the zippered-up helix in one 
representative refined solution structure of the 
argininamide-DNA aptamer complex. (a) A 
stick view emphasizing the sugar-phosphate 
backbone geometry in the vicinity of the Al 1 
residue. The bases are in white except for Al 1 
(green) and the (G9*G22)*A12 and 
(Cl O*G15)*Ai 8 triples (cyan). The backbone 
of one half (from G7 to G15) of the DNA 
aptamer is pink whereas that of the other half 
(from G16 to G24) is orange with phosphorus 
atoms in red. The bound L-argininamide is 
yellow. The helix axis is displaced by -5.4 A 
on either side of the stacked base triples. 
(b) An expanded view of (a) focused on the 
GB-GS-Cl O-Al 1 -Al 2-A13 segment of the 
complex. (c) A space filling view emphasizing 
the burial of the Al 1 residue in green within 
the walls of the minor groove. The color code 
is the same as in (a) except that the triples are 
also white. (d) A GRASP 1371 surface 
representation of the complex emphasizing the 
binding cavity with the bound L-argininamide 
(in stick representation) in yellow and Al 1 
residue (in stick representation) in green 
buried within the minor groove. The convex 
and concave surfaces are shown in pale 
purple and gray respectively. 
between the 02 carbonyl group of Cl0 and the guani- 
dinium NH,7 protons of the bound L-argininamide in the 
complex (Figure lob). We were unable to form the 
complex following replacement of Gl.PClO pair with the 
isoG15*isoClO pair because replacement of the carbonyl 
group of Cl0 by the amino group of isoCl0 would impact 
on intermolecular hydrogen-bond formation. Furthermore, 
all three hydrogen bonds across the GlS*ClO pair appear 
to be important because replacement of G15 by inosine 
(one less hydrogen bond) prevented complex formation. 
The formation of the Watson-Crick A13*T21 pair on 
complex formation is supported by base-analog substitution 
experiments. The importance of the adenine NH, group at 
position 6 for Watson-Crick A13*T21 pair formation was 
reflected in complex formation being disrupted following 
replacement by a hydrogen (nebularine analog). By con- 
trast, both substitution by 2-aminoadenine (results in the 
formation of one additional hydrogen bond) or substitution 
by deazaadenine (modification along the non-hydrogen- 
binding N7 position) had no effect on complex formation. 
The requirement for Watson-Crick G20*C14 pair align- 
ment on complex formation was reflected in complex for- 
mation being disrupted following substitution of G20 by 
inosine (one less hydrogen bond) or adenine (less stable 
AeC mismatch formation). Furthermore, G20 cannot be 
replaced by adenine because its Hoogsteen edge is the 
prime determinant in the intermolecular hydrogen-bond 
recognition of the bound L-argininamide on complex for- 
mation (Figure lob). 
Base-mismatch alignments on complex formation 
The stem of the DNA aptamer helix is extended through 
formation of adjacent stacked G7*G24, G8*A23 and 
G9*G22 mismatches on complex formation. The NMR 
evidence supporting a G7(anti)*G24(syn) mismatch align- 
ment was outlined in the Results section to justify the use 
of hydrogen-bonding restraints involving this alignment 
during the computations. The analog substitution experi- 
ments further support this G*G mismatch alignment, 
which involves hydrogen bonding between the 
Watson-Crick edge of G7(anti) and the Hoogsteen edge 
of G24(syn) in the complex. Thus, analogs (inosine and 
2-aminopurine) that disrupt the Nr and NH,-2 positions 
along the Watson-Crick edge of G7 and analogs 
(06-methylguanine and deazaguanine) that disrupt the O6 
and N7 positions along the Hoogsteen edge of G24 
prevent complex formation. 
The G9*G22 mismatch is of the sheared type with G22 
moving towards the minor groove and G9 moving towards 
the major groove (Figure 9d). The guanine bases in the 
G*G mismatch are aligned through a single hydrogen 
bond between the O6 carbonyl of G22 and the NH,-2 
proton of G9 (Figure 9d). The imino and amino protons of 
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Figure 12 
Two views (a,b) of GRASP 1371 slabs and 
ribbon representations of the argininamide- 
DNA aptamer complex with the L-argininamide 
removed in the interest of clarity. The helical 
segment encompassing the G7*G24, 
GEeA and G9*G22 mismatches are 
magenta with a magenta-colored vertical line 
defining the helix axis. The helical segment 
encompassing the Al 3*T21 and G20*C14 
Watson-Crick pairs are cyan with a cyan- 
colored vertical line defining the helix axis. 
Both stems extend into adjacent stacked 
Al 2*(G22*G9) and (Al 3*T21)*G19 base 
triples with a pronounced displacement of 
their helix axis (-5.4 A). Al 2 is cyan whereas 
G19 is magenta. G15 is also cyan. Note the 
stacking of G7, GE, G9 and G19 bases in (a) 
and the stacking of Al 8, G20, T21 and G22 
bases in (b). (c) A GRASP [37] surface 
representation of the entire complex looking 
down into the binding cavity with the bound 
L-argininamide (in stick representation) in 
yellow. The convex and concave surfaces are 
shown in green and gray respectively. 
G22 resonate at 11.54 ppm and 7.93, 8.01 ppm, respec- 
tively. The importance of the O6 atom of G22 in this G*G 
mismatch alignment is supported by the disruption of 
complex formation following replacement of the carbonyl 
group by a hydrogen (Z-aminopurine and adenine 
analogs). The role of the NH2 proton of G9 in this GeG 
mismatch alignment is supported by the disruption of 
complex formation following replacement of the amino 
group by hydrogen (inosine analog). By contrast, replace- 
ment of G9 by Z-aminopurine has no effect on complex 
formation because this modification retains the Z-amino 
group but disrupts the rest of the Watson-Crick edge, 
which is not involved in mismatch formation (Figure 9d). 
The GS*A23 mismatch involves the Watson-Crick edges 
of both bases and is stabilized by one hydrogen bond 
involving the NH,-2 group of G8 and the N1 of A23 on 
complex formation (Figure 9a). This propeller-twisted 
G(anti)*A(cmti) alignment is supported by studies of base 
analogs at these residues in the complex. Replacement of 
G8 by inosine prevents complex formation because the 
NHJ group cannot be replaced by hydrogen without dis- 
ruption of the single hydrogen bond across the G*A mis- 
match pair in the complex (Figure 9a). By contrast, 
replacement of G8 by Z-aminopurine has no effect on 
complex formation because this modification retains the 
Z-amino group but disrupts the rest of the Watson-Crick 
edge, which is not involved in mismatch formation 
(Figure 9a). There is no effect on the binding following 
replacement of the NH,-6 group of A23 by H (nebularine 
analog) because this amino group is not involved in GS*A23 
mismatch alignment on complex formation (Figure 9a). 
Base triple alignments on complex formation 
We observe four base triples in the argininamide-DNA 
aptamer complex, three of which involve recognition of 
mismatches and Watson-Crick pairs through the minor 
groove and one of which involves recognition through the 
major groove. The G19 base is positioned in the major 
groove and forms one potential hydrogen bond through its 
NH,-2 group with the 04 carbonyl group of the A13*‘E!l 
Watson-Crick pair in the complex (Figure 9h). We have 
been unable to monitor the amino protons of Gl9 but 
their importance is confirmed by the loss of binding when 
replaced by hydrogen in the inosinc analog. The G19*T21 
alignment is propeller-twisted within the (.\13*TZl)*Gl9 
triple (Figure 9b) in the complex. 
The remaining three triples involve recognition by the 
major-groove edge of an adenine of the minor-groove edge 
of a guanine involved in either mismatch or base-pair 
alignment resulting in sheared GoA mismatch formation. 
This novel observation implies that base mismatches and 
base pairs can be targeted through the minor groove 
through sheared G*A mismatch formation. These results 
considerably expand our current knowledge of triple helix 
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Figure 13 
GRASP [371 slabs and ribbons 
representations of (a) the argininamide- 
30-mer DNA aptamer complex (this study) 
and (b) the argininamide-24-mer DNA 
aptamer complex [151. The adaptive 
structures adopted by the loop segments on 
complex formation are encompassed by the 
dashed boxes. The bound argininamide 
molecules are shown in surface 
representations with convex and concave 
surfaces shown in yellow and white, 
respectively. (c) Intermolecular hydrogen- 
bonding alignments in the binding pocket of 
the argininamide-24-mer DNA aptamer 
complex [151. The protons of the guanidinium 
group of L-argininamide (yellow) are hydrogen 
bonded to the N3 and O* atoms of C9 (blue) 
and the sugar ring oxygen of T18 (white). 
Additional hydrogen bonds can potentially 
anchor the peptide and amide functionalities 
of the bound argininamide in the complex. 
architectures where all previous efforts had focused on tar- 
geting the DNA duplex through the major groove [23,24]. 
All three bases are propeller-twisted in the Al 1 l (G8*AZ3) 
base triple (Figure 9a) with the All residue positioned 
deep within the walls of the minor groove. The imino 
proton of G8 (10.94 ppm) exhibits NOES to the H8 proton 
of All and HZ proton of A23, defining the relative posi- 
tions of the three bases in the triple (Figure 9a). Both G8 
amino protons (7.47, 7.73 ppm) form potential hydrogen 
bonds (Figure 9a). The HZ proton of A23 shows an unusu- 
ally strong NOE to the H8 proton of Al 1, as well as to the 
sugar (Hl’, HZ’,Z” and H4’) protons of the same residue. 
Both the NH,-6 proton and N7 atom of All are involved 
in sheared G*A pair formation because replacement of 
All by deazaadenine and nebularine analogs resulted in 
disruption of complex formation. 
The A18*(GlS*ClO) base triple involves recognition 
through sheared GlSeA18 mismatch formation of the 
Watson-Crick GlS*ClO pair (Figure SC). Both amino 
protons of G15 (8.08, 8.69 ppm) are downfield shifted and 
exhibit NOES to the H8 proton of Al8 characteristic of 
sheared G*A mismatch formation. The involvement of 
the NH,-6 proton of Al8 through hydrogen-bond forma- 
tion in the sheared G*A mismatch alignment (Figure SC) 
is supported by the disruption in binding when this 
adenine NH, group is replaced by its NHCH, analog and 
by H (nebularine). 
The AlZa(GZZ*G9) base triple involves recognition 
through sheared GZ?*AlZ mismatch formation of a 
GZZ*G9 mismatch pair (Figure 9d). The NMR evidence 
supporting a sheared GZPA12 mismatch alignment was 
outlined in the Results section to justify use of hydrogen- 
bonding restraints involving this alignment during the 
computations. The GZ2 residue bridges the G9 and A12 
residues within the AlZ*(GZZ*G9) base triple that forms 
on complex formation. The importance of the NH,-2 
protons of G22 in base triple formation are supported by 
the disruption of binding on replacement by hydrogen 
(inosine and adenine analogs). 
Recognition of L-argininamide within its binding pocket 
The major-groove edges of the zippered-up Watson- 
Crick A13*T21 and GZO*C14 base pairs and sheared 
GlSeA18 mismatch pair, which are stacked on each other, 
constitute one segment of the binding pocket targeted by 
the guanidium group of the bound L-argininamide 
(Figure 10a). The other segment is made up by the 
Watson-Crick G15*ClO pair which is positioned across 
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one side of rhis major groove and limits the size of the 
binding pocket (Figure 10a). 
The guanidinium group of r,-argininamide forms a pair of 
intermolecular hydrogen bonds to the Hoogsteen edge O6 
and N7 atoms of G20 and is further buttressed in place by 
a intermolecular hydrogen bond to the Oz of Cl0 in the 
complex (Figure lob). The guanidinium group is 
anchored in its binding pocket by being sandwiched 
between the purine planes of G16 and G19 (Figure lOc,d) 
resulting in the interdigitation of the amino-acid sidechain 
with nucleotide purine bases in the complex. The back- 
bone NH2 protons of r,-argininamide are within hydrogen- 
bonding distance of the 0” atom of G19 in the refined 
structures of the complex. 
There are both similarities and differences in the recogni- 
tion of L-argininamide within the binding pocket 
(Figure 13b) of the 24-mer DNA aptamer (Figure la) 
reported previously [15] and the binding pocket 
(Figure 13a) of the 30-mer DNA aptamer (Figure lb) 
reported in this study. The similarities include an 
extended I,-argininamide sidechain inserted between 
base planes of the binding pocket with recognition associ- 
ated with intermolecular hydrogen bond formation 
involving its guanidinium group and acceptor atoms along 
a base edge. The differences reflect the participants in 
the intermolecular recognition in the two complexes. The 
NH& and NHZ~ protons of the guanidinium group of the 
amino acid formed a pair of hydrogen bonds with N3 and 
0’ acceptor atoms along the Watson-Crick edge of a 
stacked cytosine (Figure 13~) in the argininamide-DNA 
24-mer aptamer complex [15]. By contrast, the NH,q 
protons of the guanidinium group of the amino acid 
formed a pair of hydrogen bonds with the Hoogsteen 
edge of a guanine and one hydrogen bond with the O2 of 
cytosine (Figure lob) in the argininamide-DNA 30-mer 
aptamer complex reported in this study. 
Comparison of DNA- and RNA-binding pockets for 
i-argininamide/L-arginine 
The reported solution structure of L-arginine bound to a 
RNA aptamer showed the guanidinium group to be 
inserted into a purine-rich binding pocket with its NH& 
and NH,q protons intermolecularly hydrogen bonded to 
acceptor atoms along the Watson-Crick edge of a cytosine 
residue [17]. In addition, bent hydrogen bonds could also 
form between the guanidinium NH,q protons and the 
Hoogsteen edges of two guanine residues in the complex. 
There were no hydrogen bonds from the charged guani- 
dinium group to the backbone phosphate groups of the 
RNA aptamer in the complex. Thus, there are similarities 
in the intermolecular hydrogen-bonding alignments in the 
arginine-RNA aptamer complex [17] and those that are 
observed in the two argininamide-DNA aptamer com- 
plexes reported from our laboratory ([15] and this study). 
The L-arginine fork alignment for I,-argininamide bound 
to the HIV-1 TAR RNA proposed anchoring the NHZq 
and NH& functionalities of the guanidinium group of the 
bound amino acid through a pair of intermolecular hydro- 
gen bonds to the major-groove edge of a guanine residue 
and, in addition, through contacts between the charged 
guanidinium group and a pair of backbone phosphate 
groups [l&19]. These charged guanidinium-group-back- 
bone-phosphate interactions proposed for the argini- 
namide-TAR RNA complex [1X,19] are not observed in 
the r,-argininamide-DNA aptamer complex reported in 
the present study. 
Adaptive alignment of the GQ-ClO-All-Al2 segment on 
complex formation 
The G9-ClO-All-Al2 segment of the complex plays a key 
role in the adaptive structural transition of the DNA 
aptamer on complex formation (Figure lla). None of the 
adjacent bases in this tetramer segment stack on each 
other, primarily due to Cl0 and All being oriented in 
opposite directions (Figure lib). ‘l’he (110 residue plays a 
pivotal role through formation of a Watson-Crick pair with 
the G15 residue resulting in the ClO-All-AlZ-A13-Cl4- 
G15 segment forming a loop closed b\; a GlS*ClO base 
pair in the complex (Figure lla). ‘Thus. G15 anchors. 
through hydrogen-bond formation, the upper half of the 
zippered-up l&residue DIc‘A aptamer loop which includes 
the amino-acid-binding site on complex formation. 
Burial of the Al 1 residue within the minor groove 
The All residue, which is oriented in the opposite direc- 
tion from the Cl0 residue (Figure lib), is buried within 
the walls of the minor groove of the zippered-up DNA 
helix (Figure 1 lc,d). To the best of our knowledge this is 
the first time a deoxy base has been she\?-n to be sand- 
wiched within the walls of the minor groove of DNA 
where it spans both strands of the helix. Such an envelop- 
ment of Al 1 within the walls of the minor groove has simi- 
larities with the binding of noncovalently bound 
antitumor drugs such as netropsin [2.5.26] and distdmycin 
[27,28] to the minor groove of A*T rich segments and the 
hlg’+-coordinated chromomycin dimer [ 29,301 to the 
minor groove of G*C rich segments of the DNA helix. 
The alignment of an adenine residue within the minor 
groove. however, has precedent in RNA recognition ele- 
ments ranging from nucleoside triples in group I introns 
[31], GAAA tetraloops interacting with an RNA helix [32]. 
GNRA tetraloops interacting Lvith their internal loop 
receptors (331 and in an RIKA pseudoknot I.#]. 
The Al 1 residue fits snugly within the walls of the minor 
groove because the addition of functional groups to either 
the base (2-aminoadenine and S-bromoadenine analogs) or 
the sugar ring (Z’-0-methyladenine analogs) disrupts 
complex formation. The absence of stacking for the All 
residue together with its edge-on position within the 
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minor groove results in downfield-shifted positions for the 
base protons (H8, 8.62 ppm and HZ, 8.34 ppm) of this 
residue in the complex. We also observe upfield-shifted 
positions for the H4’ proton of G9 (1.76 ppm) and the H8 
proton of G24 (5.20 ppm), which are positioned above and 
below the purine ring of Al 1 in the complex. 
Proton complexation shifts 
Several additional base and sugar protons are shifted to 
high field in the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex 
because they are positioned over purine rings and experi- 
ence upfield ring current contributions. These protons 
include the H6 (6.54 ppm) and CH, (0.93 ppm) protons 
of T25, which are positioned over the purine ring of adja- 
cent G24 (sya), the H4’ proton of A23 (1.75 ppm), which 
is positioned over the purine ring of A12, the CH, protons 
of T21 (0.97 ppm), which are positioned over the purine 
ring of adjacent G22, and the imino proton of G19 
(8.79 ppm), which is positioned over the purine ring of 
G9 in the complex. 
Solution structure of complex explains footprinting and 
mutagenesis data 
Harada and Frankel [14] have undertaken a set of chemi- 
cal interference and mutagenesis experiments to identify 
those residues and their functionalities that are important 
for argininamide-DNA aptamer complex formation. The 
majority of these footprinting and mutagenesis data can 
be explained by our solution structure of the complex. 
Thus, Harada and Frankel [14] demonstrated that both 
the NH,-2 and N7 positions of G20 are critical for 
complex formation. This can be explained by our solu- 
tion structure because the guanine NH,-2 proton is 
involved in hydrogen bonding across the GZO*C14 base 
pair, whereas the guanine N7 atom forms an intermolecu- 
lar hydrogen bond with the guanidinium group of the 
bound argininamide in the complex (Figure lob). Harada 
and Frankel [14] similarly demonstrated that the NH,-6 
and N7 positions of Al 1 are important for complex forma- 
tion. This can be explained in our solution structure in 
which All is buried deep within the walls of the minor 
groove of the zippered-up mismatch helical segment and 
hence is inaccessible to chemical modification in the 
complex (Figure 1 lc,d). In addition, both NH,-6 and N7 
positions of Al 1 participate in hydrogen-bond formation 
with the minor-groove edge of G8 through propeller- 
twisted sheared G8*All mismatch formation in the 
complex (Figure 9a). 
New folds and alignments 
The present solution structure of the argininamide-DNA 
aptamer complex makes unique and important contribu- 
tions to our existing understanding of ligand-nucleic-acid 
structure and recognition. The structure of the complex 
contains several unique features that are summarized 
below. Previous studies of DNA triplex formation have 
invariably focused on recognition of base pairs or mis- 
matches through the major groove [23,24]. Only one of 
four base triples in the complex involves recognition 
through the major groove, however. The other three 
involve recognition through the minor groove where an 
adenine uses its major-groove edge to target the minor 
groove edge of a guanine through a sheared G*A mis- 
match alignment. This new alignment code opens the 
possibility for the design and generation of a new family 
of triplexes in which the third strand is positioned in the 
minor groove. Second, our observation of an adenine 
residue positioned deep within the minor groove was 
most unexpected and adds a new dimension to what can 
be accommodated within the walls of this groove in 
duplex DNA. Past research has always focused on minor- 
groove recognition by antibiotics and dyes bound either 
covalently or noncovalently and accommodated, on the 
basis of their complementary shape, within the walls of 
this groove. Intramolecular base encapsulation within the 
minor groove blocks entry into this groove, whose width 
could be potentially modulated by the size and shape of 
the buried base. Third, the dimensions of the binding 
pocket in the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex are 
defined through formation of a Watson-Crick base pair 
that bridges across one side of the major-groove edge of a 
zippered-up helical segment targeted by the bound L- 
argininamide. This base pair is also involved in loop 
closure, highlighting the concept of loops nested within 
larger loops as a means for generating higher order nucleic 
acid folds. Fourth, pairs of zippered-up helical segments 
are found to align end to end but with a relative displace- 
ment of their helix axis in the complex. The present 
study on the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex and an 
earlier study on the AMP-DNA aptamer complex 1131 
establish that a pair of adjacent stacked triples and/or 
triads can mediate helix-helix junctional sites and, in SO 
doing, extend stacking patterns despite the non-colinear- 
ity of end-to-end aligned helical segments. 
Significance 
Our laboratory has recently focused on the structural 
analysis of nucleic-acid-aptamer complexes for several 
reasons. First, nucleic-acid aptamers adopt novel folds 
on complex formation and add immeasurably to our 
current knowledge base of folded states of DNA and 
RNA and the motifs and scaffolds that stitch the higher 
order architectures together. Second, complex formation 
invariably involves adaptive structural transitions in 
which unstructured regions of the nucleic-acid aptamers 
zipper up to generate unique @and-binding pockets. 
Third, the nucleic-acid aptamers target their ligands with 
high affinity and specificity and the structural analysis of 
&and-nucleic-acid recognition can add significantly to 
our current knowledge of the relative contributions of 
hydrophobic, hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interac- 
tions to molecular recognition. 
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The structural transition by which the 18-residue hairpin 
loop of the DNA aptamer generates its L-arginmamide- 
binding pocket presents a striking example of a propagated 
adaptive conformational change. A series of motifs that 
extend stacking beyond the stem segment are propagated 
towards the tip of the loop to generate the amino-acid- 
binding pocket. The integrity of this binding pocket must 
depend on the folding architecture of segments that bridge 
the binding site and the stem segment. Hence, different 
interconnected structural motifs can contribute either 
directly or indirectly to ligand binding. 
It is striking that the primary determinant in the recogni- 
tion of the charged guanidinium group of L-argininamide 
by both DNA aptamers involves intermolecular hydro- 
gen bonding with acceptor heteroatoms along the base 
edge rather than contacts with the backbone phosphate 
groups. Furthermore, the sandwiching of the guani- 
dinium group and a part of the attached methylene 
sidechain of L-argininamide between purine bases in the 
complex reinforces the importance of buttressing 
hydrophobic interactions. Such interdigitation of amino- 
acid sidechains and nucleic-acid bases might turn out to 
be a recurring theme in nucleic-acid recognition. 
Materials and methods 
Sample preparation 
L-argininamide was purchased from the Sigma Chemical Co. and used 
without further purification. The 30.mer DNA aptamer (residues Tl to 
A30, Figure 1 b), its 15-mer halves (residues Tl to G15 and G16 to A30) 
and base analogs were synthesized on a 10 PM scale on an Applied 
Biosystems 392 DNA synthesizer using solid phase P-cyanophospho- 
amidite chemistry and purified by reversed-phase HPLC. The L-argini- 
namide was added gradually to the DNA aptamer and complex formation 
monitored by recording imino proton spectra at 4°C. 
Site-specific lsC,‘5N-labeled 15-mer DNAs 
We have site-specifically incorporated 1 ,2,7-t5N-labeled guanine (des- 
ignated *G), 2-l%, 1 ,2,7-15N-labeled guanine (designated ##G) and 
1 ,2,6-15N labeled adenine (designated #A) into the two 15mer halves 
(residues Tl to G15 and G16 to A30) of the 30-mer DNA aptamer 
(residues Tl to A30, Figure 1 b). Four samples were prepared with site- 
specifically incorporated labels as follows to provide unambiguous 
exchangeable imino and amino and nonexchangeable HB proton 
assignments: sample 1 contained ##G7, *G9 and #Al 1 labels, 
whereas sample 2 contained #GE and #Al 3 within the Tl to G15 frag- 
ment. Sample 3 contained #G19, ##G22 and #A23, whereas sample 4 
contained ‘G20, #G24 and “Al 8 within the G16 to A30 fragment. The 
details of the synthesis and purification of these labeled samples using 
previously published procedures [35] will be reported elsewhere. 
NMR data collection and processing 
NMR spectra of the exchangeable and nonexchangeable protons of 
the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex were collected in aqueous 
buffer (50 mM KCI, 10 mM phosphate, pH 6.4) at 4°C on Varian 
600 MHz Unity /NOVA NMR spectrometers. Two-dimensional data 
sets included NOESY, COSY, TOCSY and ROESY homonuclear 
experiments on unlabeled complexes and tH,15N-HSCC (with sensi- 
tivity enhancement) heteronuclear experiments on site-specifically 
labeled 13C,15N-labeled argininamide-DNA aptamer (Tl to G15 plus 
G16 to A30) complexes. Data sets were processed using Varian 
VNMR software and analyzed using the FELIX program (Molecular 
Simulations Inc.). 
Nonexchangeable interproton distance restraints were obtained from the 
buildup of NOE cross-peak volumes in NOESY data sets (50, 90, 150 
and 200 ms mixing times) on the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex in 
D,O buffer at 4°C and bounds were set between f 10% and * 20% of 
the calculated distances using the fixed cytidine H5-H6 reference dis- 
tance of 2.45 A. Nonstereospecific assignments were treated with r6 
averaging. Interproton distance restraints involving exchangeable 
protons of the same complex were obtained from NOESY spectra (90 
and 135 ms mixing times) in H,O buffer at 4°C with bounds set between 
+ 15% and f 20010 of the calculated distance using the thymine imino to 
adenine H2 reference distance of 2.91 A across an A*T base pair. 
Distance geometry and molecular dynamics calculation 
A set of 300 initial structures of the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex 
were generated by the X-PLOR [36] based metric matrix distance geom- 
etry (DG) protocol guided by the available distance restraints. Hydrogen- 
bonding distance restraints were imposedOto align the experimentally 
identified stem Watson-Crick pairs (? 0.10 A), as well as the experimen- 
tally identified loop Watson-Crick G15*ClO, G2004 and A13*T21 
base pairs, Hoogsteen G7*G24 and sheared Al 2*G22 mismatch pairs 
(+ 0.15 A) during the DG (and subsequent molecular dynamics) calcula- 
tions We did not use planarity or angular restraints for the hydrogen 
bonds during the computations. These structures were quantitatively 
scored to select 20 structures with the least NOE violations, acceptable 
covalent geometry, and favorable van der Waals energy. 
The X-PLOR 1361 based restrained molecular dynamics (MD) calcula- 
tions were carried out in two cycles using the simulated annealing proto- 
col and the CHARMM force field with reduced phosphate charges. 
Each cycle of restrained MD simulations were initially carried out at 
300°K with a force constant of 1 kcal mol-‘A-2 on all experimentally 
obtained distance restraints. The structure was subjected to 500 cycles 
of energy minimization and was slowly heated to 1000°K in 5 ps (0.5 ps 
per 50K increase). The force constants on the experimentally obtained 
distance restraints were slowly scaled up to 32 (nonexchangeable 
protons), 16 (exchangeable protons) and 64 (hydrogen bonds) kcal 
mol-iA-2, over a period of 12 ps. The system was allowed to evolve for 
another 8 ps at 1000°K and next cooled gradually to 300°K over 5 ps 
(0.5 fs time step) with retention of the full scale of distance restraints 
and subsequently equilibrated for 12 ps at 300°K. The coordinates 
were averaged over the last 5 ps and the resulting coordinates sub- 
jected to 20 cycles (100 steps each cycle) of conjugate gradient energy 
minimization. Nine final distance refined structures were selected, based 
on the criteria of low restraints violation and low total energy. 
Graphic programs 
INSIGHT II (Molecular Simulations, Inc) and GRASP programs [37] 
were used to display structures. 
Coordinates deposition 
The coordinates of the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex have been 
checked for correct chirality and deposited (accession number: Parg) 
in the Protein Data Bank, Brookhaven National Laboratory, New York. 
Supplementary material 
Supplementary material available with the online version of this paper 
includes: the proton chemical shifts of the argininamide-DNA aptamer 
complex and two figures outlining additional intermolecular NOES in the 
argininamide-DNA aptamer complex in D,O solution and the proposed 
Harada-Frankel model 114) of the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex. 
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